- UFO (ORB) Fires Its Gun Into Chemtrail!! Twice!! [Video]

- Breaking News Clear Footage Cigar Shaped UFO 3-12-2014 [Video]
UFO "Starfleet" seen from ISS March 10, 2014? [Video] http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/168710/UFO_Starfleet_seen_f...
Description:

Definitely unusual whatever it is. Multiple highlights on UStream show what first starts as two lights appearing to move from left to right through the frame, followed by an onslaught of many, MANY lights. Most of the ISS Live Stream regulars seem unable to identify what this is because it is so unlike anything normally seen on the cameras. Possibly city lights but if so WFR eyes have never seen them captured on ISS Live cams before, not even close, at all. Check it out let us know what you is one of the multiple highlights: fun with this one. My vote is for 'intergalactic cuttlefish'. Image credit - NASA, ISS Live Stream
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